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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is popularizing the
computing paradigm in which data is
outsourced to a third-party service provider
(server) for data mining. Outsourcing,
however, raises a serious security issue: how
can the client of weak computational power
verify that the server returned correct mining
result? In this paper, we focus on the specific
task of frequent itemset mining. We consider
the server that is potentially untrusted and
tries to escape from verification by using its
prior knowledge of the outsourced data. We
propose efficient probabilistic and
deterministic verification approaches to check
whether the server has returned correct and
complete frequent itemsets. Our probabilistic
approach can catch incorrect results with
high probability, while our deterministic
approach measures the result correctness
with 100% certainty. We also design efficient
verification methods for both cases that the
data and the mining setup are updated. We
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of
our methods using an extensive set of
empirical results on real datasets.

Keywords:—Cloud computing, data mining
as a service, security, result integrity
verification.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing ability to generate vast
quantities of data presents technical challenges
for efficient data mining. Out-sourcing data
mining computations to a third-party service
provider (server) offers a cost-effective option,
especially for data owners (clients) of limited
resources. This introduces the data-mining-as-a
-service (DMaS) paradigm. Cloud computing
provides a natural solution for the DMaS
paradigm. A few active industry projects, for
example, Google’s Prediction APIs and
Microsoft’s Daytona project, provide cloudbased data mining as a service to users.
In this paper, we focus on frequent itemset
mining as the outsourced data mining task.
Informally, frequent itemsets refer to a set of
data values (e.g., product items) whose number
of co-occurrences exceeds a given threshold.
Frequent itemset mining has been proven
important in many applications such as market
data analysis, networking data study, and
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human gene association study. Previous
research has shown that frequent itemset
mining can be computationally intensive, due
to the huge search space that is exponential to
data size as well as the possible explosive
number of discovered frequent itemsets The
privacy challenge of outsouced database is two
-hold. 1) Sensitive data is stored in cloud, the
corresponding private information may be
exposed to cloud servers; 2) Besides data
privacy, clients’ frequent queries will
inevitably and gradually reveal some private
information on data statistic properties. Thus,
data and queries of the outsouced database
should be protected against the cloud service
provider.
One straightforward approach to mitigate the
security risk of privacy leakage is to encrypt
the private data and hide the query/access
patterns. However, such privacy leakage hasn’t
been well addressed thoroughly, since OPE is
relatively weak to provide sufficient privacy
assurance. Some specific purpose cryptology
like order preserving encryption (OPE) will
expose some private information to the cloud
service provider naturally: As it is designed to
preserve the order on ciphertexts so that it can
be used to conduct range queries, the order
information of the data, the statistical
properties derived there from, such as the data
distribution, and the access pattern will be
leaked.

Figure 1 : Dataset Frequent Itemset Distributions.

Based on this architecture, we further propose
a series of interaction protocols for a client to
conduct numeric-related query over encrypted
data from remote cloud servers. The numeric-

related query includes common query
statements, such as greater than, less than,
between, etc..
II. OBJECTIVE
The return erroneous type-1 server that
possesses the background knowledge of the
outsourced dataset, including the domain of
items and their frequency information, and the
type-2 server that is aware of the frequency
distribution information of both items and
transactions, as well as the details of the
verification procedure. In this paper, we target
at designing verification approaches to catch
these two types of servers.

Figure 2: General process of association rules

The key idea of our methods is to construct a
set of (in) frequent itemsets from real items,
and use these (in) frequent itemsets as evidence
to check the integrity of the server’s mining
result. We remove real items from the original
dataset to construct artificial evidence
infrequent itemsets (EIs), and insert copies of
items that exist in the dataset to construct
artificial evidence frequent items (EFs). client
uses a set of frequent itemsets as the evidence,
and checks whether the server misses any
evidence frequent itemset in its returned result.
If it does, the incomplete answer by the server
is caught with 100% certainty. Other-wise, the
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client believes that the answer is complete with
a probability.
Construction of Evidence Infrequent Itemsets
EIs) Similar to the completeness verification,
our basic idea of correctness verification is that
the client uses a set of infrequent itemsets as
the evidence, and checks whether the server
returns any evidence infrequent itemset. Next,
we show how to measure the correctness
probability guarantee. Similar to the
completeness probability guarantee.

support into the evidence repository R.
Furthermore, we are aware that changing
frequent itemsets to be infrequent will modify
all of its frequent descendants to be infrequent.
This will lead to incomplete frequent itemsets
even when the server is honest. To solve this
problem, for each descendant itemset of AI
that is added to R, we count its support and
mark it as recoverable if it is frequent.

III. PROCESS INVESTIGATIONS.
Pick Item Instances for Removal. Given the
transactions obtained by each client we need to
decide which items in data will be removed.
We aim at minimizing the total number of
removed items. To address this issue, we put
high priority on removing the items that are
shared among patterns in AI. Therefore, we do
the following to pick the items. First, for each
unique item in AI, we count its frequency in
AI. Second, we sort the items by their
frequency in descending order. Third, we
construct the item matrix IM of AI. IM is a u y
binary matrix, where u is the number of
itemsets in AI, and y is the number of unique
items in AI. In the matrix, IM[i;j] = 1 means
that the frequent itemset Ii contains the item ij;
otherwise, IM[i;j] = 0. Then we repeat the
following procedure on IM. We add the item
that corresponds to the ﬁrst column of IM to
the output, update IM by removing all rows i
such that IM[i;1] = 1 (i.e., all patterns that
contain the item of the largest support), and resort the columns in the updated IM by their
sum in descending order. We repeat until IM
becomes empty. The sequence of the removed
columns outputs the items to be picked for
removal.
After item removal, by following the property
of the downward closure of in frequentness,
the client adds all descendant itemsets of the
EIs picked by Step 1 that are of non-zero

Figure 3: Data Set with Priority Rules.

Assume now the server has passed the
verification of MNB nodes, next, the client
uses the proof of MNB nodes to prove the
completeness of returned frequent itemsets
(i.e., each itemset that is not returned must be
infrequent). Before we discuss how the client
veriﬁes the completeness, we categorize the
possible missing frequent itemsets into four
types, based on their relationships with the
returned frequent itemsets FS. In particular,
consider a frequent itemset I that is not
returned by the server.
Table 1: Details of Data Sets.
Dataset

# of
trans.

# of
items

Avg.
trans.
length

minsup

# of freq.
itemsets

S1

103

49

10

250

36

S2

104

49

10

250

3854

S3

105

49

10

250

149744

S4

106

49

10

250

3074610

R1

88162

16470

124

50 10

16778
155111

R2

500

100

2.4

5

97

NCDC

500

365

332.9

450

559368361
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synthetic datasets S1;S2;S3, and S4 of various
sizes. We also use two real-world datasets
named Retail dataset and NCDC dataset . The
Retail dataset is available at the Frequent
Itemset Mining Dataset Repository . The
Retail dataset R1 contains 88162 transactions
and 16470 items. We also construct a small
dataset R2 from the Retail dataset that contains
500 transactions and 100 items. The NCDC
dataset comes from National Climatic Data
Center of U.S. Department of Commerce.
Table I shows the details of the datasets and
our mining setup. Among these datasets, the
NCDC dataset is a dense dataset, in which
most of the transactions are of similar length,
and contain > 75% of items; and the R1 dataset
is a sparse dataset in which the transactions are
of skewed length distribution. Due to
Simulation of malicious actions. We set the
error ratio p = 1%; 2%; 5%; 10%, and 20%.
For the simulation of incomplete result, we
randomly pick p percent of frequent itemsets
from the mining result and remove these
picked itemsets. For the simulation of incorrect
result, we randomly generate p percent of
infrequent itemsets and insert them into the
result. e measure the performance of proof
construction at the server side and verification
at the client side and explored various factors
that impact the verification performance of our
deterministic approach, including various error
ratio, frequent itemsets of different lengths,
and different database sizes. We set the support
threshold on R1 dataset to be 50.
1

2

We ran experiments to compare the
performance of our probabilistic and
deterministic approaches. Table III shows the
comparison result on S3 dataset of various
settings. We pick the error ratios of 1%, and
vary the probabilistic guarantee threshold from
90% to 100% (probability = 100% corresponds
to our deterministic approach). Table III shows
the details of the comparison result. In general,
the deterministic approach brings higher

overhead at the server side than the
probabilistic approach. However, this is the
sacriﬁce that we have to pay for higher result
integrity guarantee. We also observe that in
some cases (marked as N/A in Table III), the
probabilistic approach fails as it cannot provide
required probabilistic correctness guarantee
due to the data distribution. The deterministic
approach does not have such limit.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present two integrity
verification approaches for outsourced frequent
itemset mining. The probabilistic verification
approach constructs evidence (in)frequent
itemsets. In particular, we remove a small set
of items from the original dataset and insert a
small set of artificial transactions into the
dataset to construct evidence (in) frequent
itemsets. The deterministic approaches
requires the server to construct cryptographic
proofs of the mining result. The correctness
and completeness are measured against the
proofs with 100% certainty. Our experiments
show the efficiency and effectiveness of our
approaches.
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